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INTRODUCTION

Interactive Playout

Even though digital systems have many advantages over traditional analogue systems, end users expect that they will not lose any functionality in the transition. Concretely, capabilities of video cassette recorders (VCR) should be ported to stand alone digital media players (e.g., DVD players) and streaming services (e.g., digital TV and VoD services). Those capabilities are usually known as interactive playout or, simply, digital VCR functionality. Typical VCR features are random access, pause/resume, reverse play, fast forward/backward, and slow motion.

Random access and pause/resume functionalities are relatively easy to implement in digital systems. On the other hand, video coding techniques and bandwidth restrictions severely complicate the implementation of the other VCR operations.

Usually, VCR capabilities apply only to video streams. In interactive playout mode, audio streams are commonly discarded. Also, the quality of video streams in interactive mode may be downgraded due to system limitations.

Architecture Constraints

Both stand-alone and client-server systems have architectures similar to Figure 1. There is a server side, where video data is stored, a data path, and a client that receives and plays the video streams. The client has a decoder and a small buffer to temporarily store data received from the server until the decoder decodes and presents them. The client buffer is very small compared to the server storage; it can only store a few seconds of video data.

For example, in a stand-alone DVD player, the data server is the DVD reader, the storage the DVD disk, the data path the internal memory bus, and the client is the internal decoder. In a VoD service for digital TV, the server and storage are the VoD server, the data path is the digital TV network, and the client is the set top box.

There are two main differences between stand-alone and client-server systems. First, the bandwidth is much higher for data paths in stand-alone systems. Second, in client-server systems, many clients share the data server computational power.

Decoders are usually based on standards. This imposes some restrictions on the behaviour they can implement to support VCR functionality. For MPEG-2 (ISO/IEC, 1995) based decoders, an important restriction is that frame rate is fixed to a set of available values. Later MPEG standards (ISO/IEC, 1999, 2005) support arbitrary frame rates.

For the data path, the main constraint is bandwidth, especially in client-server applications.

In the server side, the main constraints are storage size and computational power.

Motion Compensation and Temporal Dependencies

Due to the high bandwidth and storage requirements of uncompressed multimedia data, compression techniques (Shi & Sun, 2000) are usually mandatory in digital multimedia systems.

Modern video compression techniques use a combination of lossy image compression and motion
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Motion compensation introduces dependencies among coded frames that impose restrictions in the decoding process.

There are two dependency types: forward prediction, if they refer to a frame previous in time, or backward prediction, if they refer to a frame in the future. MPEG standards classify coded pictures in three types:

- **I pictures or intra coded pictures**: Pictures that do not have any coding dependency with other pictures.
- **P pictures or predictive coded pictures**: Pictures that may have coding dependencies with past pictures.
- **B pictures or bidirectionally predictive coded pictures**: Pictures that may have coding dependencies with past pictures, future pictures, or both.

Figure 2 depicts frame dependencies for a typical MPEG-2 sequence. In the example, a decoder must decode P₆ and P₃ before decoding B₅. To decode P₆, the decoder must have decoded P₃, and to decode P₃, it must have decoded I₀. Because only I pictures are independent, a decoder must receive an I picture to start decoding.

The main difference between P and B pictures is that B pictures make decoding order different from presentation order. For the sequence in Figure 2, the decoding order is I₀, P₃, B₁, P₆, B₄, B₅, P₉, B₇, B₈, I₁₀, ...

Any P or B picture depends either directly or indirectly on one I picture. An I picture and all the pictures that depend on it form a closed group of related pictures. This is what MPEG-2 calls group of pictures (GOP). For example, a MPEG-2 sequence IBPBBPBBPB (in display order) is divided into two GOPs with the same structure: IBPBBP.

For simplicity, we use MPEG-2 stream structure as reference through the rest of this article. That is, I pictures with no coding dependencies, P pictures that depend on their previous I or P picture, and B pictures that depend on their previous and next non-B pictures. We write all sequences in display order.

**RANDOM ACCESS**

**Locating Access Points**

Random access functionality enables end users to select a point in time to start playing a requested media. It is possible, and often required, to implement random access.